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     Updates on Issues of Improvement from the Annu al Governance Statement 2014-15 
     September 2015 
 
 
POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER 
 
Paragraph 
ref in 2014-
15 AGS 

PCC Areas for Improvement/ 

Completion date 

Owner 

 

Update 

Continuing from 2013-14 Annual Governance Statement : 

7.2 Continued review of strategies and policies as set out in 
the Code of Corporate Governance 

 

Carl Rushbridge, Chief 
Finance Officer 

The full suite of documents in the Scheme of Governance were 
reviewed and agreed earlier in the year.  Associated polices are 
reviewed annually and updated as required.  A review of the 
decision-making framework and reporting requirements will be 
undertaken and reported to the next meeting of the Joint Audit 
Committee in December. 

  

7.2 Continued scrutiny of the PCC budget to ensure value 
for money and achievement of the Sussex Police and 
Crime Plan.  

 

Carl Rushbridge, Chief 
Finance Officer 

The working group of the Police and Crime Panel will be meeting 
on the 28 September to discuss the refresh of the Police and 
Crime Plan and the impact of the Comprehensive Spending 
Review (CSR).  Feedback from that group will be fed back through 
the Panel and will inform any changes to the Plan.    

 

Areas  identified from internal audit 

7.3 Support the internal audit review of budgetary 
management of allowances and procurement 

Carl Rushbridge, Chief 
Finance Officer 

Standard Terms and Conditions for provision of Services have 
been drafted and reviewed by ESCC legal team. These are now in 
place as standard process for OPCC procurement. 
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7.3 Improve systems for the allocation of grant funding 

through ‘Safer in Sussex’ 

 

Carl Rushbridge, Chief 
Finance Officer 

 

 

 

‘Safer in Sussex’ has been in place for over a year and total grants 
of £665,971.55 has been allocated to 126 projects across Sussex.  
The process for application, allocation and evaluation has been 
completely reviewed and now forms a joint grant funding 
programme with the Victims Services Fund.  Improvements have 
included: revised application form; more robust approach to 
allocation. 

Community Safety Fund – funding up to £5k per application, 
criteria no longer includes ‘exceptional circumstances’ as an 
option.  Community Safety Fund support initiatives that have a 
lasting, positive impact on the local community. 
 
Victims Services Fund – upper limit of £10k with no exceptional 
circumstances. Victims’ Services Fund supports projects which 
directly help individuals to cope and recover from the impact of 
crime, including the prevention of crime in the first place. 
 
Enhanced Victims’ Services Fund in place of up to £40k – 
considerably more detailed application process with weighted 
criteria scored. More detailed MoU rather than standard T&Cs to 
govern the work being funded.  
 
One-off funding decisions very rare and where awarded to an 
organisation, SMT provides its rationale and more regular 
monitoring arrangements are required. 
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New areas for improvement 

7.4 Review of the structure of the OSPCC website to 
improve access and transparency of information 

 

Mary Clarke, Senior 
Governance Manager 

The transparency and governance pages of the OSPCC website 
have been redesigned.  Governance information has been 
grouped to make it easily accessible.  The new areas of the 
website have also been reviewed for compliance with the Elected 
Local Policing Bodies (Specified Information Order) 2011 
(as amended).  

 

7.4 Close monitoring of the Victim Support Initial 
Assessment and Local Support Services contract  

 

Sara Jones, Business 
Manager – Victims & 
Witness 

 

OPCC has appointed a designated Regional Contract Manager to 
oversee and monitor the performance of Victim Support and their 
services. This point is jointly funded across Sussex, Surrey and 
Thames Valley, which allows a regional viewpoint to be taken in 
term of service improvements as well as efficiency savings.  

Good governance is in place, at local, regional and national level 
and open-book accounting is part of the contract to ensure VFM 
test is on-going. 

7.4 Develop new arrangements for the handling of 
complaints if required under the Government’s planned 
reform of police integrity 

 

Mary Clarke, Senior 
Governance Manager 

The Home Office have consulted interested parties including 
Police & Crime Commissioners and Police Forces on options for 
the future handling of complaints and appeals.  The consultation 
responses are currently being collated and a draft Bill will be 
forthcoming later in the year.  This may have implications for the 
work of the OSPCC.  Any proposed changes will be considered as 
part of the consultation on the Bill. 

 

7.4 Provision of guidance to the PCC and officers to ensure 
all legal national guidance requirements are met during 
the purdah period prior to the elections in May 2016 

 

Mary Clarke, Senior 
Governance Manager 

The election for the Office of Police & Crime Commissioner will 
take place on the 5 May 2016.  National guidance is expected to 
provide advice on purdah and election arrangements.  The 
Cabinet Office are due to appoint a Returning Officer for the 
elections and officers will be appraised of election planning 
arrangements. 
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER AND SUSSEX POLICE 
 
Paragraph 
ref in 2014-
15 AGS 

Areas for Improvement/ 

Completion date 

Owner 

 

Update 

New areas for improvement  

Sussex Police: 
7.11 

Both Sussex and Surrey Police and Crime 
Commissioners and forces are committed to greater 
collaboration. Where agreement and timetabling is 
reached, it is intended for both forces to align corporate 
governance and decision-making arrangements in the 
collaborative space.  

Completion date : 31st March 2016 

PCC/DCC 

 

 

 

Two new joint governance arrangements were established in 
2014;  

� Joint Investment Board to oversee financial appraisals and 
agree or  make recommendations to CCs/PCCs on business 
cases for new investment/change for Surrey and Sussex;  

� Joint Finance Planning and Performance Board to oversee 
finance position/risks/issues and align budget planning 
assumptions/approach and finance policy and procedure for 
Surrey and Sussex. 

Other Boards have been established to oversee and  report to 
CCs on all other collaborated services (Procurement; Transport; 
Insurance; Specialist Crime and Operations) 
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SUSSEX POLICE 
 
Paragraph 
ref in 2014-
15 AGS 

Force Areas for Improvement Owner Update 

Continuing from 2013-14 Annual Governance Statement : 

7.2 Following completion of a partnership register, a policy 
statement will be developed for the Force setting out 
how all partnership work will deliver the Police and 
Crime Plan/Operational Delivery Plan, within the context 
of the Local Policing Model referencing shared values 
against which decision making and actions can be 
judged, setting objectives and defining the methodology 
for monitoring. 

Completion date : April 2017  

T/Supt Steve Curry, Head of 
Corporate Services/ 

David Tonkin 

 

The Prevention and Partnerships strand of the LPP is now looking 
at partnerships in a wide context including their operation and the 
police role within going forward. Detail work is expected to last 
until Sept 2016, with a new model operating by 2017. 

Areas identified from internal audit and HMIC 

7.3 The internal audit of Information Management identified 
5 recommendations, including a review of the 
Information Strategy delivery plan, establishment of a 
performance dashboard review of the Information 
Security Policy and development of the information 
asset register. Agreed actions will be overseen by the 
Force Information Management Strategy Board. 

Completion date : all to be completed by 30 th 
November 2015  

T/Supt Steve Curry, Head of 
Corporate Services/ 

Marcus Potter, Head of 
Information Management 

 

Recommendation 1:  Information Governance Strategy KPI’s  

Management should ensure that the Information Management 
Strategy Board (IMSB) standing agenda items includes updates 
on:  

a) The achievement of agreed Information Governance 
strategy delivery targets; and 

b) IMSB should establish an appropriate performance 
dashboard which includes Information Asset Register owner                                                                    
ship and issue resolution activities that are quantified by 
volume and category so they can be monitored for 
continuous improvement. 

Agreed action:  IMSB to review and agree a revised Information 
Strategy delivery plan that IMSB will monitor for achievement. 

IMSB to establish an appropriate performance dashboard and to 
receive and review Information Asset Register ownership and 
issue resolution activity trend reports. E.g. How many review 
dates occurred and were met or remain outstanding in the 
reporting period by volume and category. 

Update September 2015: 
The high level of the first phase of the information management 
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performance dashboard has been designed and was presented to 
the IMSB on 27th August 2015. The Deloitte Information 
Management review has been completed and the final report was 
submitted to the IMSB on 27th August 2015 and approved. 
Recommendations will form the basis of the Information 
Management action plan and will incorporate the establishment of 
a Information Asset Register and identified Senior Information 
Asset Owners 

Recommendation 2: Policy owners and review dates  

Management should help to ensure that information governance 
policies and procedure documentation are being maintained as 
current and up to date by establishing accountable owners and 
review dates for Information Asset Register items and Risk 
Management and Accreditation Documents such as the 
information Security Policy. 

Agreed action: 
1. Information Asset Register to be completed with Asset 

Owners Identified. 
2. Annual assurance process used in Surrey to be adopted 
3. Information Security Policy and guidance to be reviewed 

jointly with Surrey. 
 
Update September 2015: 
The annual assessment process and the information asset 
register are being incorporated into the plan being developed by 
external consultants – this is in the final draft stage. 
 
The Information Security Policy is being drafted by Information 
Security Manager (November 2015 deadline). 
 
 

Recommendation 3:  Information Governance incident 
management guidance  

Management should ensure that Information governance incident 
management guidance is maintained as current and up to date by 
ensuring that the document review date is met and monitored for 
ongoing achievement to help harmonised guidance and eliminate 
inconsistency between policy guidance. 
Agreed action:  Guidance documents and process being reviewed 
for sign off by IMSB (November 2015 deadline). 
 
Update September 2015: 
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Information Management governance is being prepared by 
Information security Manager and is on track for completion by 
November 2015. 

Recommendation 4: Quantified information governance  
security incident activity reports  

Management should ensure that information governance security 
incident activities are quantified by volume and category so that 
they can be monitored for continuous improvement.   

Agreed action:  Incident Reports for IMSB to be revised and 
agreed by IMSB 

Update September 2015: 

A dashboard has been developed and was submitted to the IMSB 
for comment on 27th August. 

Recommendation 5: Information governance training a nd 
awareness  activity reports  

Management should ensure that information governance non-
compliance training figures are considered in relation to long term 
sickness or trends of mandatory training achievements being 
reviewed as part of the individual annual appraisal process 

Agreed action: Reports for IMSB to be revised and agreed by 
IMSB 

Actions completed:  Training reports are now included as a 
standing agenda item of the IMSB.  Data supplied by Learning and 
Development Department. 

7.4 The internal audit of Risk Management identified that 
monitoring reports should be developed and used to 
monitor effectiveness of compliance with the completion 
of risk registers. A process will be implemented to 
address this recommendation. 

 

Completion date: December 2014  

Kathy Wrathall, Risk 
Manager 

Actions completed:   – monitoring reports presented on a 
regular basis to the Force Organisational Reassuran ce Board  

Report on the current status of the risk register presented to the 
Organisational Reassurance Board on 16th September 2014, 
indicating that a significant proportion of risks were overdue review 
(40%, mainly low level risks). 

Agreed action: 

• A reminder to be sent to Force Executive Board members that 
they should update risks which they are responsible for as 
soon as possible.   

• A reminder to be sent to all risk co-ordinators to request that 
they update the risk register as soon as possible for those 
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risks which have been delegated to them. 
• A progress report to be presented to the next Organisation 

Reassurance Board to update on the progress to update all 
risks and to provide assurance that the risk register does 
accurately reflects current risk for the force. 

• Reports to confirm regular risk review are presented to the 
Organisation Reassurance Board on a six monthly basis. 
Reports presented: 

 

� 28th November 2014 –update report to the 
Organisational Reassurance Board confirmed that 
only 7 risks (6%) were overdue by more than one 
month. 

� 11th May 2015– update report to the Organisational 
Reassurance Board confirmed that the majority of 
risks were being reviewed regularly.  8 risks were 
overdue review and requests had been sent to 
owners to request that the risk is reviewed. 

Next report to ORB November 2015. 

7.5 HMIC identified five recommendations in the Sussex 
report on Crime Data Integrity1 published in November 
2014. Actions to address these will be progressed and 
assurance of completion confirmed to the Organisation 
Reassurance Board. 

Completion date: all to be completed by 
February 2015  

T/Supt Steve Curry, Head of 
Corporate Services 

 

Recommendation 1: Immediately: The force should take steps to 
review where responsibility for NCRS compliance is held. In 
particular the force should ensure there is a level of scrutiny 
independent of those with responsibility for force performance. No 
criming of rapes, whilst the FCR maintains position of final arbiter 
will also be reviewed by CMU Mgr for a second eye.    

Actions completed:  

• Incident Management Team (IMT) has now been in place for 
three months. In that time, they have examined 7695 CAD’s 
(incident serials) and have created 641 crime records 
including 15 Crime Related Incidents.  This is a crime 
capture rate of 8.33%.  

• The Force Crime & Incident Registrar sits independent of 
any regime relating to performance in the force structure and 
is accountable to the Deputy Chief Constable, with whom he 
has a monthly 1:1.  

• The Force Crime & Incident Registrar is the single point of 
contact for the application of the cancellation of rape crime 
records. Since arriving in post on 1st May 2015, to date, thirty 
applications have been made under AVI C2 of which three 
have been granted. Each of these has been authorised by 

                                                      
1 HMIC Crime Data Integrity, Sussex report, November 2014 
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the Deputy Chief Constable in line with the provisions of the 
Home Office Counting Rules. 

Recommendation 2:  Immediately: The force should ensure that 
reports of crime are recorded as crimes. The force should put in 
place proportionate and effective audit arrangements through the 
FCR to assure itself of the accuracy of its crime recording. 

Actions completed:   

An audit plan is now operational and reporting within the agreed 
time scales.   These audits will highlight any discrepancies or 
performance issues which can either be addressed at force level 
or divisional which every is most appropriate 

Recommendation 3:  Within three months: The force should 
improve the supervision of out-of-court disposals to ensure that 
the nature and implications of accepting the disposal are provided 
to the offender. In particular that the views of the victim are 
appropriately considered, and recorded, when the use of an out-
of-court disposal is proposed. 

Actions completed:   

• Sussex Police has employed a multi-agency scrutiny panel 
looking at a randomly-selected set of 10 Community 
Resolution disposals for more than two years, with a view to 
assessing whether the selected CR disposals have been 
correctly and proportionately administered in each of the 
circumstances. This group is made up of the four Area 
Magistrates' bench chairmen, together with representatives 
from Victim Support, Youth Offending Teams across 
Sussex, the defence community, Police, Probation and an 
independent member. As of September of this year this 
group will now also look at the use of other out-of-court 
disposals, namely cautions and conditional cautions, as 
recommended by the NPCC in readiness for an expected 
change in the options available to forces for out-of-court 
disposals in the medium term.   

 
• Community Remedy was launched in Sussex on 2nd March 

2015, with five possible options available to victims of crime, 
namely: 
� Personal / Community Reparation or Financial 

Compensation  
� Restorative Justice (facilitation of victim and offender 

interaction)  
� A written or verbal apology  
� Local Rehabilitative or Diversionary Activity  
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� An agreed and proportionate activity specified by the 
victim  

         Officers have to offer these options to victims for them to 
make an objective decision as to which option they would 
prefer, and officers have been further reminded of this 
responsibility by way of a Routine Order. Community 
Remedy tickets have also been reprinted as a result of the 
introduction of the Community Remedy, and updated to that 
effect. 

• Sussex Police is currently creating a video outlining officers' 
responsibilities concerning Community Resolutions in 
conjunction with Learning and Development at HQ, which 
will be going forcewide in due course. 

• The Out of Court Disposal Policy 1118/15 was reviewed and 
updated earlier this year, whilst the Community Remedy 
Policy 1091/13 is currently with key stakeholders as part of 
its biennial review. Sussex Police intranet pages have been 
updated to reflect the changes brought about by the 
introduction of Community Remedy, and surveys involving 
victims of crime who were given a Community Resolution 
disposal are now being carried out by the CDD survey team 
rather then the CR/RJ divisional coordinators. 

Recommendation 4:  Within three months:  The force should 
ensure that steps are taken to address the inaccuracy of its no-
crime decisions. It should provide guidance to all officers and staff 
who are engaged in requesting or making no-crime decisions 
which clearly describes the standard of additional verifiable 
information required in order to authorise a no-crime in 
accordance with the NCRS. Arrangements should be put in place 
to ensure ongoing compliance with the standard.    

 Actions completed:   
The Force Crime Registrar has conducted a range of 
presentations to Crime Managers (DCI’s) and Detective Inspectors 
on Division. The most recent of these was on 11th August 2015 on 
the information and evidence required for the cancellation of crime 
with a particular emphasis on rape. Recent examples are used 
during the Powerpoint Presentation 

Recommendation 5:  Within three months: The force should 
review its policy on rape investigations to ensure it is up-to-date 
and covers the approach to be taken for reports of rape, through 
whichever reporting route, so as to secure compliance with HOCR 
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and NCRS.        

 Actions completed: 

The Force Crime Registrar has reviewed Policy 423 “Serious 
Sexual Assault” and is satisfied that it is up-to-date and covers the 
approach to be taken for reports of rape, through whichever 
reporting route, so as to secure compliance with HOCR and 
NCRS.           

7.6 HMIC identified two recommendations in the Sussex 
report on Police Integrity and Corruption2.  Actions to 
address these will be progressed and overseen by the 
force Integrity and Professionalism Group and 
assurance of completion confirmed to the Organisation 
Reassurance Board. 
 
Completion date: all to be completed by May 
2015 

Supt Lisa Bell , Head of PSD 

 

Recommendation 1 : Within six months, the force should ensure 
that it carries out regular audits of notifiable associations to identify 
potentially corrupt activity.       

Actions completed : The Force has a policy surrounding notifiable 
associations which is subject to periodic reminders to staff via 
Routine Orders. When an association is notified to the Central 
Vetting Team, or discovered by way of intelligence lead, the 
matter is referred to the Anti Corruption Unit to conduct an audit of 
system access for a retrospective 12 month period. A protocol 
exists between ACU/CVU to facilitate this. As part of addressing a 
backlog of re-vetting, an identified risk against which the Force 
has made considerable progress over the last year, any new 
associations are checked, assessed and subject to the same 
protocol. There is a strong relationship between ACU and CVU 
and information and intelligence is shared routinely where criminal 
associations are identified or suspected. Standard Vetting 
procedures for potential new joiners provides additional assurance 
that criminal associations and connected issues are properly risk 
assessed. CVU and HR are working together to ensure that 
posting recommendations are properly considered and 
implemented to further reduce the likelihood of staff/officers 
coming into contact with family members or contacts with adverse 
findings.  Cases to date have highlighted that in approximately 
10% of ACU referrals a system breach may have occurred in 
relation to the notifiable association.  This may result in a range of 
outcomes, including misconduct proceedings. 

Recommendation 2: Within six months, the force should ensure 
that it has the proactive capability to effectively gather, respond 
and act on information which identifies patterns of unprofessional 
behaviour and corruption.   

Actions completed : 

ACU have developed a potentially vulnerable person system 
(PVS) which captures information and intelligence from a range of 

                                                      
2 HMIC Police Integrity and Corruption, Sussex report, Nov 2014 
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sources.  The database identified those individuals who may be 
vulnerable or present risk to the Force. 
 
All actions have been identified in the context that the ACU in 
particular remains a small unit and that an uplift in resources is 
unlikely in the current climate.  Therefore, in the absence of HMIC 
discovering clear evidence of widespread corruption the response 
is intended to be realistic, achievable and cost neutral. 

New areas for improvement 

7.7 Scrutiny of the Force’s Policing Together, Local Policing 
Programme and other savings plans, beyond 2015, to 
ensure as far as possible that the significant reduction in 
funding and police resources over the period does not 
adversely impact upon the standards and current levels 
of service delivered by the Force for the residents of 
Sussex. 

Completion date : 31st March 2016  

DCC 

 

 

Processes agreed for review and implementation of saving plans 
through Sussex Change Board for Sussex only saving plans and 
Joint Change Board for collaboration savings.  

The Sussex Local Policing Programme has establish a clear set of 
targets and delivery plans for Sussex only change programmes to 
sit alongside agreed collaborative projects. This work is overseen 
by the Local policing Programme Board chaired by ACC Robin 
Smith.  

Impact on the standards and current levels of service will be 
considered by these Boards when agreeing business cases. 

7.8 The Force will review and develop governance 
arrangements to monitor the delivery of savings plans to 
ensure significant budget reductions are achieved over 
the next five years. 

Completion date : 31st March 2016  

Mark Baker, Director of 
Finance 

 

Processes agreed for review and implementation of saving plans 
through Sussex Change Board for Sussex only saving plans and 
Joint Change Board for collaboration savings. Format and 
reporting agreed with Head of Joint Change and total savings 
position available for both Boards.  

7.9 The Force will ensure that there is appropriate oversight 
and good governance in relation to managing the 
implementation of the Joint Surrey/Sussex IT Strategy 
and associated risks.  

Completion date : 31st March 2016  

Neil Roberts, Interim CIO 

 

 

Surrey and Sussex risks have been collated and are regularly 
reviewed within the joint ICT SMT meetings. Risks all have clear 
owners and progress is being managed and controlled. 

A project structure has been applied to the change programme. 

Key work streams have been identified and are being managed 
through the Joint ICT change programme. 

As part of the PTSS – ICT change programme a fortnightly 
programme board is in place which manages the risks associated 
with this change programme. High risks from this programme feed 
into the SMT accordingly. 

Required ICT, HR and Finance representation has been 
established at the Joint ICT Change Programme board.  

Key positions within the ICT Senior Management Team have been 
filled to maintain oversight and governance of the change 
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programme. 

 

7.10 The Force will ensure that there is appropriate 
governance in place in relation to the Estates strategy 
and the decision making process to ensure the most 
effective provision and maintenance of police resources. 

Completion date : 31st March 2016  

Mark Baker, Director of 
Finance 

 

Formal governance arrangements now in place between Force 
and PCC: Monthly Estates Board PCC, PCC CFO, Diretor  of 
Finance and Head of Estates and Facilities (TOR and minuted). A 
quarterly Force meeting is being established to maintain oversight 
of estates and facilities, KPIs, Health and Safety and 
maintenance, with independent estates representation (first 
meeting to be held in September).  Status of the Estates and 
Future Workplace programme is  reported monthly to Sussex 
Transformation Board. 

7.12 In consultation with the Joint Audit committee, work will 
be undertaken to develop an Assurance Framework 
including developing the governance assurance map to 
reflect the Force governance structures in place. 

Completion date : 31st March 2016  

T/Supt Steve Curry, Head of 
Corporate Services/ 

David Tonkin 

 

 

Following JCOM approval to move to a chief officer portfolio model 
- with individual chief officer assurance statements - work has 
commenced to create a new meetings structure. Linking with work 
being done through the LPP, and in conjunction with Surrey, 
progress will be overseen through ORB and reported to the Joint 
Audit Committee. As a result of this work, ORB membership will 
change substantially, to reflect focus on holding chief officers to 
account on their portfolio. 

7.13 The force will review the information that is made 
available to the public to ensure that the Force is as 
open and transparent as possible in its dealings with the 
public, transparent with regard to the decision making 
process and consistent with the requirements of the law. 

Completion date : 31st March 2016  

Katie Perkin, Deputy Head of 
Corporate Communications 

 

 

A review of the information Sussex Police currently publish was 
undertaken and it was found that although the Force is largely 
compliant with the Information Commissioner’s Office guidance 
concerning what information police forces should publish it could 
be made easier for the public to find this information on the Force 
website. 

A new Sussex public facing website is being developed with a 
planned launch date of 31 March 2016. 

Providing key information for the public will be a key priority of this 
new website and FOI and published information will be promoted 
at the highest level of website navigation, prioritising transparency 
and openness. 

Key stakeholders have been informed that they will be responsible 
for the information published which is relevant to their areas.  A 
system is being developed to set regular review dates and send 
emails to the relevant departments to ensure they approve or 
amend the content. 

 
 


